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AQP
• Aggregate (analytical) queries
• Fast data analytics over large volumes of data
• Accuracy vs. latency trade-off
• Accurate response is not always necessary

• Exploratory analytics
• Business Intelligence
• Analytics for ML

• Basic tool: sampling
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Query-Time Sampling
• Queries explicitly specify sample operations
• Sample then execute query

• Uniform sampling: may miss small groups
• Distinct sampler: similar to stratified sampling but online
• More on stratified sampling later

• With joins: want to sample before joins not after
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Online Aggregation
• Execute query on growing random samples
• Preliminary outputs are constantly updated

• Query result
• Estimated error

• Hard to execute efficiently
• Random sample à Random access
• Random samples might contains few rows that join
• Can be improved using join indices
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Queries on Pre-Computed Samples
• Low latency

• Only operate on the sample
• Sampling cost is taken offline

• Additional space (to keep sample)
• Cannot provide fixed error bounds

• Error bounds are data dependent (high variance = large error)
• They can be arbitrarily large

• Example system: BlinkDB
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Sketches
• Used to estimate specific aggregates
• Example: count-min sketch to estimate frequency

Hash functions

Buckets
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Abstract
In this paper, we present BlinkDB, a massively parallel, ap-
proximate query engine for running interactive SQL queries
on large volumes of data. BlinkDB allows users to trade-
o� query accuracy for response time, enabling interactive
queries overmassive data by running queries on data samples
and presenting results annotated with meaningful error bars.
To achieve this, BlinkDB uses two key ideas: (�) an adaptive
optimization framework that builds and maintains a set of
multi-dimensional strati�ed samples from original data over
time, and (�) a dynamic sample selection strategy that selects
an appropriately sized sample based on a query’s accuracy or
response time requirements.We evaluateBlinkDB against the
well-known TPC-H benchmarks and a real-world analytic
workload derived from Conviva Inc., a company that man-
ages video distribution over the Internet. Our experiments
on a ��� node cluster show that BlinkDB can answer queries
on up to ��TBs of data in less than � seconds (over ���× faster
than Hive), within an error of �-���.

�. Introduction
Modern data analytics applications involve computing aggre-
gates over a large number of records to roll-up web clicks,
online transactions, content downloads, and other features
along a variety of di�erent dimensions, including demo-
graphics, content type, region, and so on. Traditionally, such
queries have been executed using sequential scans over a
large fraction of a database. Increasingly, new applications
demand near real-time response rates. Examplesmay include
applications that (i) update ads on a website based on trends
in social networks like Facebook and Twitter, or (ii) deter-
mine the subset of users experiencing poor performance
based on their service provider and/or geographic location.

Over the past two decades a large number of approxima-
tion techniques have been proposed, which allow for fast pro-
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cessing of large amounts of data by trading result accuracy
for response time and space. �ese techniques include sam-
pling [��, ��], sketches [��], and on-line aggregation [��]. To
illustrate the utility of such techniques, consider the following
simple query that computes the average SessionTime over
all users originating in New York:

SELECT AVG(SessionTime)
FROM Sessions
WHERE City = ‘New York’

Suppose the Sessions table contains ���million tuples for
New York, and cannot �t in memory. In that case, the above
querymay take a long time to execute, since disk reads are ex-
pensive, and such a query would need multiple disk accesses
to stream through all the tuples. Suppose we instead exe-
cuted the same query on a sample containing only ��, ���
New York tuples, such that the entire sample �ts in mem-
ory.�is would be orders of magnitude faster, while still pro-
viding an approximate result within a few percent of the ac-
tual value, an accuracy good enough for many practical pur-
poses. Using sampling theory we could even provide con�-
dence bounds on the accuracy of the answer [��].

Previously described approximation techniques make dif-
ferent trade-o�s between e�ciency and the generality of the
queries they support. At one end of the spectrum, exist-
ing sampling and sketch based solutions exhibit low space
and time complexity, but typically make strong assumptions
about the query workload (e.g., they assume they know the
set of tuples accessed by future queries and aggregation func-
tions used in queries). As an example, if we know all future
queries are on large cities, we could simply maintain random
samples that omit data about smaller cities.

At the other end of the spectrum, systems like online
aggregation (OLA) [��] make fewer assumptions about the
query workload, at the expense of highly variable perfor-
mance. Using OLA, the above query will likely �nish much
faster for sessions in New York (i.e., the user might be
satis�ed with the result accuracy, once the query sees the
�rst ��, ��� sessions from New York) than for sessions in
Galena, IL, a town with fewer than �, ��� people. In fact,
for such a small town, OLAmay need to read the entire table
to compute a result with satisfactory error bounds.

In this paper, we argue that none of the previous solutions
are a good �t for today’s big data analytics workloads. OLA

��
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Motivation
• Aggregates over large relational databases
• Expressed as SQL queries
• Exact answers are expensive and not necessary
• Approximation can save time and resources
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Aggregate Queries
• Aggregate is computed on a group
• Group is defined based on certain columns
• Extend specification with bounds

Error-Bound Query Time-Bound Query
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Approach
• Answer queries based on pre-computed sketches
• Sketch is based on assumptions about queries
• Different types of assumptions
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Predictable Query Column Set (QCS)
• QCS: Set of columns in a table T
• Assumption: Columns used for filtering and grouping 
are fixed in the workload (but values can change 
across queries)
• Example: “Avg. session length per area”

• Columns: video title, location of viewer
• Alternative approaches

• Assume no predictability (uniform sampling)
• Additionally assume predictable predicates
• Additionally assume predictable queries (views)
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System Architecture
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Star Schemas and Joins
• Common restriction on joins for AQP
• Fact table is sampled 

• Sufficient since joins simply add columns to the sampled rows
• Dimension tables is cached in memory
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Problem with Uniform Sampling
• Say that we sample row uniformly
• Expected sample size per group

𝑛
|𝑇$|
|𝑇|

• Problems
• Popular values are very well represented
• Infrequent values might not be represented at all
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Solution: Stratified Sampling
• Assign a different sample size to each group
• Assign a cap sample size K to each group

E.g.: Location (can be multi-dimensional)

E.
g.

: R
ow

Tuple
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Storing the Sample (1 QCS)

• Each sequential read returns random sample
• Storage overhead: less than 10% for one use case
• One such stratified sample per QCS

File system block
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Which QCSs to Sample & Store?
• Assume we know workload à a set of QCSs
• Storing a sample for each QCS is too expensive
• Optimization problem: find subset of QCSs that

• Maximize 
• Coverage of rows of all queries
• Number of queries in which columns appear
• Number of small groups

• Under the constraint of storage space
• Some QCS has no corresponding sample!
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Serving a Query
• Suppose we have a stratified sample and get a query

• Select QCS/sample
• Estimate error or latency on that sample

• Error-Latency Profile
• Execute query on in-memory subsets of samples
• Do it on growing samples
• Project latency and error trends for larger samples
• Select samples with high selected/read ratio (to minimize 
both execution time and error)
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Error-Latency Profile
• Pick QCS with best trade-off
• Estimate error


